Conclusions: Psychosocial characteristics play a major role in TS in dialysis patients. Within a multivariate approach, these factors are even more important than physical or environmentrelated factors. In practice, focusing on SDM and screening patient characteristics at an early stage can foster patients' TS. Changes will be examined in a 1-year follow-up.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Currently >80 000 individuals in Germany are being treated with renal replacement therapy (RRT) for end-stage renal disease (ESRD), with an annual increase in prevalence of $2-4% [1] . Treatment is often either done by centre haemodialysis (HD) or by peritoneal dialysis (PD). These treatment concepts differ greatly in how they affect the patients' lives. HD is typically conducted thrice weekly in treatment centres for 4-5 h per session. Patients take a rather passive role and are expected to comply with dietary and fluid intake prescriptions as well as complex medication schemes. In contrast, patients on PD mostly conduct their treatments themselves, as they are educated for home therapy. PD patients have to exchange peritoneal fluids several times a day, a procedure taking 15-20 min to perform.
It is estimated that at least 30% of ESRD patients qualify for PD on medical grounds [2] . Nevertheless, the fraction of patients using this procedure in 2011 was 4.7% of all patients on RRT in Germany [3] . In other healthcare systems, the rate of PD exceeds 20% [4] . Previous studies suggest that HD and PD are equivalent in terms of survival [4] [5] [6] . The decision as to which RRT an individual will use may be influenced by several factors including the patient's preferences, medical conditions and social environment, but also the physician's wilful or unconscious bias or prejudice when educating the patient. It has been shown that successful shared decision-making (SDM) with regard to the dialysis modality is associated with patients' treatment satisfaction (TS) [7, 8] .
It is unknown whether the fact that PD is used less often reflects a lack of social support, especially of a closely related person who can assist with treatment, or whether ESRD patients tend to have less need for autonomy. It may well be that the proven depression associated with ESRD [9] correlates with impaired social role function. Otherwise, depression and reduced mental capacity due to ESRD [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] might predispose the patient to prefer passive treatment. A relevant question is to what extent psychosocial, physical and cognitive conditions as well as socio-demographic factors contribute to TS and thus, to quality of life (QoL) in ESRD patients. It is important to know more about these conditions and their possible associations, because both focused patient information and professional support lead to higher use of PD [15] and potentially higher QoL.
Several studies have addressed only 'selective univariate' aspects of this research question, such as the prevalence of depression, cognitive impairment or QoL in relation to the choice of RRT (for a detailed review, see [16] ). In sum, PD and HD are considered to be equivalent concerning the global aspects of QoL [17] , however, PD patients might benefit from more patient autonomy and social integration. The novelty within the present project is to focus on the 'multivariate' associations between these aspects and their 'consecutive' significance regarding TS in an ESRD-patient population. Assuming that these factors have an impact, it is not yet possible to adequately adapt patient education and counselling to the particular needs of this group. Specific support might lead to an improvement in the patient's participation in choosing the optimal treatment and consequently to an improvement in TS and QoL. The aim of this article is to present the cross-sectional (baseline) results of the Choice of Renal Replacement Therapy (CORETH) study and to show the impact of multiple patient characteristics on TS after the choice of RRT. Since we cannot assign patients to one dialysis modality at random prospectively [18] , we have to investigate the multivariate associations retrospectively. To this end, the following hypotheses were tested: (i) 'PD and HD patients differ' with respect to TS as the primary patient-centred outcome, social integration and support, and psychological, physical, cognitive, sociodemographic and living space-related as well as SDMrelated factors. (ii) Depending on the chosen dialysis modality, the extent of patients' TS results from 'a multivariate combination' of the patient's social integration and support, and psychological, physical, cognitive, socio-demographic and living space-related as well as SDM-related factors.
M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

Study design and sampling
The study was carried out within the framework of the CORETH project as an observational, cross-sectional multicentre survey, registered in the German Clinical Trials Register (#DRKS00006350) [16] . We compared only patients on continuous ambulatory PD versus in-centre HD, because these two options represent the predominant dialysis modalities in Germany. A non-randomized design has been chosen, because it allows for a comparison of patients using one of these treatments without interfering with their therapy. Previous randomized trials failed [18] because both modalities are very intrusive and patients wanted to make their own decisions. Patients were recruited from May 2014 to May 2015 from 55 dialysis units all over Germany. Local nephrologists screened the patients (see Figure 1) ; two trained study nurses obtained informed written consent and surveyed the patients using standardized questionnaires. The time of ESRD patients' entry was set at 6-24 months (T1) after initiation of dialysis without any switches of treatment modality within that period. At this time point, the patients still remember the circumstances of their decision-making and have enough experience with their treatment to have a stable opinion about it. The time criterion also ensured the absence of any acute complications or adaptation problems during the early phase of dialysis. Moreover, inclusion criteria (absence of acute psychiatric
symptoms, ability to read and understand the questionnaire, ability to provide written consent and age 18 years or older) ensured that patients were able to self-assess the outcome aspects.
Instruments and outcome measures
A description with referencing of our measures has been published elsewhere [16] . To investigate the hypotheses, we focused on the following factors: (i) TS (four items in accordance with [19, 20] , see Figure 2 ), (ii) social integration (Network generator, NWG), (iii) social support (Berlin Social Support Scales, BSSS), (iv) psychological state (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales, HADS), (v) personality (Autonomy Preference Index, API), (vi) physical conditions (SF12-physical sum scale, PSC, and Self-Administered Comorbidity Questionnaire, SCQ), (vii) cognitive conditions (Trail-MakingTest-B, TMT-B, Test d2-Revision and KDQoL-cognition subscale), (viii) decision-making (SDM-Questionnaire, SDM-Q; a detailed description is published elsewhere [7] ), (ix) sociodemographic factors (school and professional level) and (x) living space (accommodation space and rooms).
Statistical analyses
All analyses were carried out with SPSS 22.0 and R 2.15.0 for Windows. We conducted a two-step procedure.
Differences between PD and HD patients (Step 1). To simulate comparability of the ESRD patients with regard to age, comorbidity (Charlson Comorbidity Index, CCI [16] ), education and employment status, and consequently the case that they may have been candidates for both dialysis modalities (PD and HD), we matched our data by means of a linear propensity score (PS) [21] and compared the resulting groups with respect to the outcomes. In doing so, our PD patients were compared only with those HD patients who showed a similar age, comorbidity, educational level and employment status. It is important to note that the results derived in this way may be mainly applicable for the advantaged, younger and less ill HD patients. The selection of PS-matching variables was based on interviews with nephrological experts experienced in educating and supporting dialysis candidates when being confronted with modality choice. Following expert statements, these four characteristics are usually considered during decision-making: younger, less comorbid and employed patients with a higher educational level are preferentially recommended to use PD [2] . In previous studies, similarly, matching characteristics were selected depending on the research question. For a PD versus HD comparison with respect to mortality, for example, researchers typically focus on socio-demographic factors (age, gender and race) and the comorbidity of patients [22, 23] . The selection of matching characteristics is thus heterogeneous and conventionally 'heuristic'. With reference to the literature and expert statements, our selected characteristics were reasonable regarding the present research question. PS-matching was conducted according to well-established procedures [24, 25] . A reduction of z-differences after matching can be interpreted as approximation between matched groups. Non-matched cases were subject to a separate dropout description. Mean values (M) and 
standard deviations (SD) were calculated for the total and the two subsamples regarding continuous variables. The percentage distribution was calculated for categorical variables. The t-test was used for continuous variables and the v 2 -test was used for categorical variables. Error probability was set to a ¼ 0.05, and it was Bonferroni-adjusted. To prepare the raw data for the inference statistical analysis, items were recoded and compiled to scales with reference to the manuals of the standardized subquestionnaires (raw data not shown). Since the entire questionnaire contained a variety of items and scales (>40), which were partly expected to inter-correlate, we reduced these dimensions by means of superordinate 'indicators' [26] . To operationalize the hypotheses, we used the following algorithms to index the questionnaire aspects to 10 indicators ( Figure 3 ). Cases with missing values within the 10 indicators were excluded from further analysis. To check the potential associations between the outcomes and the time between dialysis start and inclusion, we correlated the time on dialysis (months) with the indicators. Moreover, we built two extreme groups [(i) time on dialysis 8 months and (ii) time on dialysis !18 months] and compared them with respect to the indicators (analysis of variance).
Multivariate combination (Step 2).
Associations between the indicators were investigated via correlation analyses (Pearson's coefficient), and were interpreted as acceptable with r 0.40 [27] . Within the intended model [Hypothesis (ii)], we tested the influence of social integration and support, and psychological, physical, cognitive, socio-demographic and living space-related as well as SDM-related factors on TS by using the procedure of 'moderated multiple regression' (MMR) [28] . In the MMR equations, the 'dialysis modality' as a binary group characteristic (PD versus HD) served as an interacting factor (technically speaking as a 'moderator' variable). Its interactions with the other indicators were analysed to determine differences between PD and HD patients (see Equation 1 ). Generally, 'statistical moderation' means that the extent of a linear relationship between two characteristics (here for example: physical state and TS) depends on a further factor, the 'moderator' (here: dialysis modality); for example, patients' TS may be the result of a better physical state, but this may be only true in the HD group. In contrast, in the PD group, TS may not be influenced by physical state but rather by the patients' desire for. The resulting 'different' influences on TS derived in this manner are what we call 'moderator effects'. The technical process was as follows [28] : dialysis modalities were alternatingly set on one and multiplied by the indicators to generate the interaction terms (PD Â indicator versus HD Â indicator) according to the following equation:
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In the next step, the multiple linear regressions were conducted twice with the indicators and the interaction terms, respectively. Finally, the regression weights were separately inspected in both modality groups. Before running the MMR, all indicators were z-standardized (M ¼ 0, SD ¼ 1), so that regression weights could be interpreted sequentially. The overall regression weight 'B' for the influence of one indicator in one of the dialysis groups resulted from the sum of the indicator's main effect and its interaction effect (B 2 þ B 3 ). For example, consider the following case: the physical state would directly contribute a B 2 of 0.05 on TS. Additionally, our analysis would yield a B 3 of 0.20 only in HD patients. In contrast, there may be a B 3 of 0 within the PD group. In this case, we would have found an overall regression weight of B ¼ 0.25 for the physical state especially in HD patients, but only an overall B ¼ 0.05 in their PD counterparts. This would imply that on HD, the physical Table 1 . Characteristics of the total sample and the subsamples before and after PSM
Characteristics
Before PSM After PSM The Charlson Index was derived from the established 16-item checklist [16] . In the literature, it has proven high retest reliability and validity and is thus well established in the clinical context. However, the Charlson Index fails to represent functional limitations from the patient's perspective. Kuss [25] suggests the use of z-differences, because it is commonly agreed that statistical testing is insufficient for the assessment of the balance of covariates (P-value depends on the sample size). Bold entries mark results with a P value <0.05. PD, peritoneal dialysis; HD, haemodialysis.
a The t-test was used for continuous variables and the v 2 -test was used for categorical variables.
state is a more important factor for TS than on PD. According to Cohen [29] , a relevant effect was assumed when jB 2 þ B 3 j ! 0.10. Model accuracy was determined via explained overall variance (R 2 ).
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R E S U L T S
Differences between PD and HD patients (Step 1)
Sample characteristics are shown in Table 1 . Before propensity score-matching (PSM), we partly found large statistically significant differences in favour of PD patients (see z-and Pvalues) with respect to age, comorbidity, educational level and employment status. These differences could be balanced after PSM so that PD and HD patients were 59 years old on average, had an average comorbidity of five points, and were distributed equally among the categories of educational level and employment status. An analogue shift emerged before and after PSM for the indicators (Table 2) . On the one hand, most of the strongly significant differences in favour of PD patients decreased after PSM; however, the difference between the dialysis groups with regard to social support increased in favour of PD patients but did not reach statistical significance. On the other hand, the strong significant differences for SDM, TS and living space in favour of PD patients remained stable after PSM. Speaking in terms of content after PSM, PD patients showed higher TS, more autonomy-and information-seeking personality, better cognitive functioning, a more successful SDM as well as a larger living space compared with HD patients. The inspection of non-matched cases (N ¼ 297, 38%) included mainly HD patients (n ¼ 287) who were older (M ¼ 70, SD ¼ 10), had a higher level of comorbidity (M ¼ 6.8, SD ¼ 2.0), were less likely to be employed (1.4%) and more frequently had a low educational level (30%) than their matched counterparts. In contrast, the 10 non-matched PD patients were younger (M ¼ 53, Kuss [25] suggests the use of z-differences, because it is commonly agreed that statistical testing is insufficient for the assessment of the balance of covariates (P-value depends on the sample size). Data are M (SD). Bold entries mark results with a P value <0.05. PD, peritoneal dialysis; HD, haemodialysis.
a The t-test was used for continuous variables. 
and had a lower level of comorbidity (M ¼ 2.6, SD ¼ 0.5). All of them were employed (100%) and had a medium (40%) or high (60%) educational level. In other words, PSM resulted in the exclusion of PD patients with very advantageous conditions on the one hand, and non-matched HD patients with significantly worse conditions compared with PS-matched HD patients on the other hand. The mean time on dialysis amounted to 14.8 months (SD ¼ 6.1) in the total sample and did not vary significantly between HD versus PD patients, or before versus after PSM. Time on dialysis did not correlate with the indicators before PSM (j0.005j r j0.051j, n.s.) versus after PSM (j0.019j r j0.066j, n.s.). When comparing the extreme groups of short ( 8 months) versus longer (!18 months) dialysis-treated patients before and after PSM, no significant mean differences regarding the indicators were found (results not shown). Hence, the time on dialysis did not influence the outcomes.
Multivariate combination (Step 2)
Intercorrelations between indicators were mostly low to moderate (Table 3) , thus indicating a low redundancy of our indicators. TS correlated significantly with many patient characteristics, indicating on the one hand a positive linear relationship with the existence of social support, a good psychological state and a successful SDM. On the other hand, TS was significantly negatively associated with the patients' autonomyseeking and to a low extent with their socio-demographic condition. After list-wise exclusion of cases with missing values in Table 4 and Figure 4 . Note that 'negative' regression weights should be interpreted as, for example: 'if [indicator] in HD patients decreases 1 unit, their TS increases [B] units.' The dialysis modality had a significant main effect on TS: PD choice was associated with a 24% increase in TS in our ESRD patients. Further, in the PD group, two psychosocial indicators emerged from the analysis that had a higher relative impact on TS than the others: psychological state and SDM. In HD patients, psychological state, SDM, cognitive functioning, the patients' autonomy-seeking, the patient' social support, physical state and socio-demographic conditions appeared as influential on patients' TS. The model explained 26% of overall variance.
D I S C U S S I O N
Former studies investigated TS only as an outcome in selective univariate approaches [19, 20] . Generating unprecedented evidence on a multivariate level, our analysis went beyond existing research by including all the patient characteristics in one approach. We found that after PSM, the group of PD patients, compared with HD patients, already showed higher TS, a more autonomy-seeking personality, better cognitive functioning, a more satisfying SDM and had a larger living space. Thus, previous findings were substantiated in a first step [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In a second step, within the multivariate combination and besides the 'PD-advantage', psychosocial co-factors appeared that are also important for high TS. Comparing PD patients crosssectionally with age-, comorbidity-, education-and employment status-matched HD patients, we found the following effects (jBj ! 0.10).
Considering an ESRD patient who is theoretically eligible for both PD and HD based on the applied PSM-criteria, he or she will gain a higher TS on PD if, (i) the patient's psychological state is good (less anxious, less depressive) and (ii) the patient participated in the decision-making process.
These co-factors are also important for high TS in HD patients; however, in HD patients five more factors arise. Considering an ESRD patient who is theoretically eligible for both PD and HD based on the applied PSM criteria, he or she will gain a higher TS on HD if, (i) the patient's psychological state is good (less anxious, less depressive), (ii) the patient participated in the decision-making process, (iii) the patient's personality is less autonomy-seeking, (iv) the patient's cognitive functioning is rather low, (v) the patient is socially supported, (vi) the patient's physical state is rather poor and (vii) the patient's socio-demographic conditions are relatively poor.
These influences are stronger in the PS-matched group of HD compared with PD patients, because PD patients already benefit from more advantageous psychosocial conditions when choosing their treatment modality (ceiling effect). Thus, the significance of PD as a treatment option is evidenced in this study and it should be considered within the counselling process. Moreover, the patient's psychological state and SDM play a weighty role for TS in both dialysis groups, and even exceed the impact of physical or environment-related factors. The weight of psychosocial co-factors suggests a need for the development and early application of routine screening tools in addition to intensive medical treatment in ESRD patients. Generally speaking, other factors seem to recede in the background of psychosocial coping strategies after choice, and that is true for both dialysis treatment options. Even if this finding could be expected, it is important to note that the Pearson correlation of psychological state and TS only amounted to j0.30j and was thus rather low. Speaking in terms of content, there are also a proportion of patients who are not depressive but are less satisfied with dialysis treatment due to other reasons (maybe due to a highly autonomy-seeking personality).
Parallel to the adaption of decision aid materials, it would be worth while to involve psychological professionals as well as nephrology experts, and to facilitate the contacting of other ESRD patients before a choice is made. It may be helpful to perform personality screening of patients, and to emphasize their possible roles within the decision-making process (passive role versus shared selection with nephrological expert versus autonomous choice). Our findings even indicate the development of a tailored psychological intervention as an integral part of nephrological counselling, as has been already mentioned in early approaches of 'psychonephrology' [30] . This is also relevant, because at the point of ESRD diagnosis, patients may experience an emotional trauma that limits their information perception. Hence, important treatment details could not be processed, even if medical counselling has been extensive and of high quality.
Our results may be only applicable for the younger and less comorbid group of HD patients due to matching this subgroup with comparable PD patients. The reasons why PD patients are on average younger, less comorbid, more likely to be employed and more likely to be higher educated than the representative HD candidates might be systematic and not necessarily justified. There may exist a prejudice of the treating professionals that older or more comorbid patients do not want to treat themselves with PD, thus leading to a biased consultation. An article dealing with details of the SDM process within our sample has been published recently [7] and our SDM-specific findings support the results of a pan-European patient survey [8] .
Nevertheless, previous literature is heterogeneous regarding the 'optimal' assignment to one modality, even if some characteristics empirically covariate with the choice [2] . Young and employed patients are, in general, assigned to PD rather than HD. Initiation of HD often occurs as an urgent lifesaving action or as a bridging treatment while waiting for transplantation. Moreover, patients who live closer to the dialysis unit or come from disadvantaged backgrounds are more likely to be treated with HD. It has been also shown that the assignment is determined by characteristics of the consulting nephrologist, such as [31] . In light of the second point made above, we cannot entirely disclaim that patients' hope of receiving a kidney transplant might have influenced their responses. It has been shown that hope can have a contradictory effect on other patient-centred outcomes. On one hand, patients on the waiting list look forward to returning to normal life without dialysis. On the other hand, unexpected waiting times, testing procedures of eligibility and different fears can demoralize patients in the longer run [32] . However, since we did not measure aspects of hope, the data could not be adjusted for it.
Limitations due to recruitment issues and inclusion criteria have been already discussed [16] . Within this federal funded project, we consciously did not analyse TS in association with the type of dialysis unit (such as academic versus nonacademic), because RRT is subject to strict quality control measures in Germany with mandatory communication of parameters such as treatment frequency, urea clearance and haemoglobin levels to the authorities. Hence, we presumed the quality of treatment to be homogeneous among the centres, even if the way dialysis is organized in Germany may limit the international comparability. Since this initial report is crosssectional, non-randomized and includes only patients who were 6-24 months on dialysis, our findings should be generalized with caution. However, we surveyed a large nationwide sample, and thus, the obtained results are meaningful. We expect contributions to causal evidence from our upcoming longitudinal approach [16] . Despite investigating a large sample, we cannot entirely rule out limitations due to survivor bias, because eligible patients may have died prior to potential inclusion. However, existing research did not reveal any evidence regarding that issue. The application of PSM in testing for differences in nonrandomized studies has both advantages and disadvantages. On one hand, the selection bias can be reduced and the comparability among ESRD patients with respect to the matching variables can be increased. According to the literature, PS-matching demonstrates its superiority to the standard of regression adjustment [33] . On the other hand, PS-matching, as was also true in our analyses, has the aforementioned disadvantage of creating a group that may deviate significantly from the typical population of HD patients. Empirically, on average, HD patients are older and show more comorbidity than do PD patients; however, these differences disappear in the final matched groups. At that, it is important to classify the resulting 'control' group in the correct manner: these patients might have had the choice between both modalities regarding their current age, comorbidity, educational level and employment status, but they are no longer classical representatives of the HD population. However, by means of our baseline hypotheses it has been justified to test a 'direction', in other words, 'A is influencing B' (e.g. 'psychological state' influences TS). The multivariate findings should be interpreted in light of the artificial HD group and the fact that our PD group has 'good' characteristics yet. In terms of these results, we can initially answer the question of which factors are relevant to the modality choice when aiming for high TS in dialysis patients, even if there might be further 'hidden' factors driving modality choice due to the absence of randomization.
